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Don't get angry, get even!
Is and was there a News blackout on the CAFR?
by Walter Burien - CAFR1
02/08/18

OK, let's establish thethat
factthere has been a massive and cooperative effort by the Government
News Media, and Controlled Education in creating and maintaining an almost complete blackout
mention of the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) in their efforts to keep the gene
population clueless as to the financial takeover of the wealth of this country by collective
the last 70-years.
We all know Google is the most extensive search engine on the planet today. The trillions of
records maintained by Google is of no equal.
Well, this aspect of Google can be very telling when
time specific
periodsare selected to be searched.
For this example here, we will search
"News"
the feature of Google. Google archives go back over a
hundred years.
So was there any mention from
"Syndicated
the
News Media"of the CAFR over the last 60-years?

Keep in mind the CAFR accounting structure started in 1946 by the efforts
GFOA (Government
of
Financial Officers Association) and became the standard by
GASB
action
(Government
of
Accounting
Standards Board) across the land in 1977. The CAFR is local government's statement of Net Wor
most informative showingof the actual and massive wealth held and income generated by every lo
government across the land, or in personal comparison, an individual's Statement of Net Worth

A document every taxpaying individual from across the land should have been going over with a
comb to investigate and learn the "true" financial picture of their local governments that we
up for decades crying shortfalls of money for more, more, more in taxes, fines, and fees. Inc
perpetually enacted each and every year. The CAFR is local government's
Holy Grailof accounting. So
was there a cooperative effort being done to make sure the population did not have a clue?

Let's see:

The following is a Google News search from October 12th 1955 through January 1st 2009, 54-yea
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(GOOGLE NEWS SEARCH OCT 12, 1955 to JAN 1, 2009)
https://www.google.com
/search?q=%22Comprehensive+Annual+Financial+Report%22&biw=1366&bih=604&source=lnt&
tbs=cdr%3A1%2Ccd_min%3A10%2F12%2F1955%2Ccd_max%3A1%2F1%2F2009&tbm=nws

Gee, a massive 2-hits. Mind boggling. Even one of the two being from the country of Liberia.
per News articles towards local "Governments" here in the USA and CAFR findings. The other wa
simple mention by Forbes.
So here we can deduct one of two things:

1: The thousands of News Reporters or talking heads employed by the syndicated News media ove
54-year time period had a section of their brains lobotomized so that when hearing of local g
complete accounting record the CAFR, the response was to draw a absolute blank; or,

2: There was a massive cooperative effort in place to make sure no mention of the CAFR came
population due to one fact, and one fact only: Due to the massive wealth building within loca
governments; those with their hands deeply in the kitty from within government and their outs
and to create a void in comprehension within public circles as to the "collective" takeover o
local government upon review of the collective totals shown within the now 180,000 + CAFRs co
by local governments each year.
Would this be considered a conspiracy?
NO, DEFINITELY NOT!

What it is by definition would be: A showing of organized crime of no equal. Masterfully wrap
presented with the logo being:
"We are here to help and serve you."
Yes, right, one
withsmall omission:
as they systematically and exponentially take control over all that you have, or ever will ha
wealth, children, property, income, or anything else they figure has value to it that they ca

Would an organized crime syndicate want anyone to see their blueprint and showing of the weal
amassing from their victims? Most definitely not. They would go far out of their way to make
not happen.. The organied crime syndicate would want their victims to think they are barely g
when in fact the exact opposite is true.

Let's throw a wrench into the gears of the smoothly unfolding equation commencing. as
A of 1946
slight problem for its intent starting in the year of 1998. Walter, CAFR1, goes to war with t
forced disclosure of the CAFR accounting structure bypassing the lock coming from the syndica
controlled education, both primary political parties, and most importantly of all, the intent
maintained in the public's cognitive thinking . Hundreds of radio shows were done by CAFR1 th
private non-syndicate owned media; hundreds of articles were published through the private no
owned publications; conferences and action groups were implemented. Millions of individuals f
the USA and world were reached with disclosure. Internet chat that could not be controlled er
fury.

Well, suppression from the syndicate went into high gear.
Internet search engine results actively
suppressed; government shills blasted to confuse or misdirect; silence was strictly enforced
the syndicate had control over. Those the syndicate did not have control over, that had the a
the general population in numbers, and did, were targeted for elimination.

The population needs to get a clue as to the scope and size of the syndicate theyItare
is facing.
the largest organized syndicate the Earth has ever know, collective government. They do not p
their takeover of the wealth is now absolute and locked down in force of no equal.
Now keep in mind that from 1998 to 2005
, many privately owned "News Outlets" published feature
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"News Articles" per the CAFR. WND, Media Bypass, Idaho Observer, The Spotlight, etc, etc. Did
those "News Articles" show in the Google search results? No they did not. Again, it must have
lobotomized factor for Google so that when seeing circulating "News Articles" of local govern
complete accounting record the CAFR, the response was to draw a absolute blank.

In reality,
it was just another showing of the control factor in absolute application. Did you e
old expression "If
of: the largest tree in the forest fell, and no-one was there to see it fall,
make a sound?"The syndicate knows this factor all to well per the CAFR, and goes substantially
their way to "only let the population be there to see what they want them to see."

The syndicate, with millions now having become aware of the CAFR, due to CAFR1's effort for d
and those who took the ball and ran with it, had to do some damage control per giving some vi
what a good percentage of the population knew existed as fact. I note when CAFR1 started with
in 1998, before doing so CAFR1 did a Google search for the report and the yield was 16 (sixte
general Google search.
As more and more people became aware of the CAFR, and local governments when confronted by
residents per the CAFR, at first the local government officials
"Deer
played
in the
the Headlights"
response, CAFR, what's that?"
Well, that did not go over to
after
wellthe residents tracked down the
CAFR for that same local government.

What local governments did then in response was to put the CAFR reports on that local governm
website for the purposes of "plausible deniability" where"We
they
arecould
not hiding
say:
anything, look
our CAFR is available on this location of ourThey
website."
would never direct the population to it, the
would only mention it when confronted.

So, back to Googleand the syndicated News Media and the reality they were now facing of millio
individuals from across the land now knowing about the CAFR. Let's take a look at January 1st
February 8, 2018 per "News Articles" that the population
"allowed" to
wassee:
(GOOGLE NEWS SEARCH JAN 1, 2009 to FEB 8, 2018)
https://www.google.com
/search?q=%22Comprehensive+Annual+Financial+Report%22&tbs=cdr:1,cd_min:1/1/2009,cd_max:2
/8/2018&tbm=nws&ei=2X98Wu72FIicjwPg-52YBw&start=0&sa=N&biw=1366&bih=604&dpr=1

Wow, 200+ News Articles. In reality if the massive censorship was not at full play, there sho
thousands. Take a look at the impression those hits try to project. They give the impression
but do you see any comprehensive any
or editorial articles
from the New York Times; Wall Street
Journal, LA TIMES, Chicago Tribune, or any other syndicate owned publication in the Google Ne
No, you do not.
Don't get angry, get even!

Share this communication with all that you know and ask them to Idonote
the asame.
very important
fact:The censorship that is in place, is very effective. CAFR1 learned a few years back that m
were in cooperation with the censorship. Only about 1/3 rd of those on CAFR1 subscribers list
CAFR1 posts. They are blocked from the other 2/3 rds getting the posts. Additionally, if a su
get the post and they try to forward to their lists, the majority they send to, do not get th
blocked also. If you forward, check with those on your list and ask them if: they got the for
Most will say they did not.

So with that in mind
, to be effective, posting the communication on your website will be more ef
Publishing the communication to a chat-board, social media, or a print publication will be ef
you put the communication on your website, from that point forward, spread the link to it far
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Like I said:
"Don't get angry, get even!"

How does the syndicate get away with doing what they are doing?
It is done through a well
orchestrated effort on their part to masterfully entertain the population off into distractio

A never ending year after year loop, of holidays; sports; celebrity; gossip; etc., promotion
population the impression everything is fine and dandy in Alice and wonderland known as the U

We are mass-marketed to, to see only what the syndicate wants us to see, good or bad, and don
them so they can keep us like the little chipmunk running on the treadmill wheel, as they tap
directly indirectly
or
, the energy that we on that wheel produce. It also keeps us glued to the re
door of the News the syndicate spoon feeds us with the exclusion of the most relevant factors
we face today.

On a personal note, you
, I, and all others are faced with the controlling propaganda we face an
spoon fed each and every day. It is designed to make us withdraw in apathy and to not think w
a difference. Those in apathetic withdraw will stick their heads up once in a while but will
withdraw to their comfort zone just to watch and be influence in that zone via media designed
masterfully entertain them to be of no consequence to the syndicate.

Let me make it very clear here:
We are at war with the syndicate in their efforts to maintain cont
the wealth they have taken and intend to take. The open light of disclosure, and disclosure m
importantly comprehended is the syndicate's Achilles heel.

Again, Don't get angry, get even!
The syndicate's efforts and solid wall of censorship in place tod
broken with simple disclosure comprehended by the masses.

At this time we have maybe 10% of the population who now have a clue as to what is going on.
that percentage to 80% who truly comprehend, and then the syndicate is in real trouble per th
their ways...

I think a few of us can bypass the syndicate's blackout per the CAFR and the structure behind
takeover of the wealth involved. The message to the masses has to
That
be message
clear. is:The
masses need to comprehend this so share with all that you know.
Here are a few example listings of CAFRs, 4600 of them by state and category all can share
http://CAFR1.com/CAFR-Examples.html

-

Keep it simple:
Here are our local government CAFRs, and upon review, see what our local governm
have turned into, and how they have step by step taken it all from us. Many will not understa
to their TV remotes or change the dial on their radio.

Oh, well. What is important, is the fact that most running a small or large business for them
backbone of our country, will understand and see that our governments have evolved over the d
into ruthless, for profit operations, that have and will continued to expand their takeover o
confronted with genuine effective force to change their clear intent to expand and perpetuate
bypassing the syndicate with disclosure is the population's war objective. To take a trip to
requires seeing the road before you.

The goal needed is 80% of the population
getting a clue, and even better, 80% having a good
comprehension of what they are faced with. Then corrective action will come to play and the s
boys will really be looking over their shoulders verses what they have been use to doing over
decades which is laughing their butts of all the way to the bank each and every day.
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On a last note
, don't say to yourself:
"I am but just one, how can I make a difference?"
Don't lie to
yourself. You see, you are 1 of over 385,000,000 individuals from this country. Passing on co
by one individual to 100, and done well, the 100 on to a thousand, and so on can be done. Don
though the syndicate has what can be said is: absolute power and control. As the syndicate kn
simply a numbers game.
So, for US the same applies.
The number to reach is 80%. The individual 1 can become 350,000,000
1's, one at a time and do so very quickly
we all realize
"if"
we are at war.

No game here folks. We are at war and the outcome for our and our children's lives depend on
effective. So let us all stop whining to each other and let us be as "effective" as we can to
jump over that wall of censorship and masterful entertainment well in place as we all face t

The syndicate's fear?The people are coming, the people are coming..
80% folks, now make it
happen. Each and every one of those 1's out there until those 1's become 80%. Time to take ba
country.

Do not let the syndicate, or their disinformation agents distract you down a road that has no
to them. Stay focused on
"spinal
the
cord"
, the syndicate's take over of it all from US.

Their CAFR is the starting point for the accounting One
of it
CAFR
all.
is but one. Collectively, the
showing from them all shows and establishes; the clear takeover of the wealth of this country
form from: We the People. No ifs, and, or buts, we are at War. Winning or loosing that War wi
our futures... This is a matter of life or death folks. I choose life! What about you? In lif
storm, we all can hear the thunder!
For National and International distribution.
God's speed and Truly Yours,
Walter J. Burien, Jr.
P. O. Box 2112
Saint Johns, AZ 85936
Home: (928) 458-5854 Arizona

PS: A Google search on the promotion of Government budgets yields: 60,900,000 hits as of 02/0
https://www.google.com/search?source=hp&ei=m7t8WsX1CJS6jwOT24rIDg&q=Government+Budgets&oq=Government+Budgets&
gs_l=psy-ab.3..0l7j0i22i30k1l3.2169.9299.0.10677.18.14.0.3.3.0.567.3525.0j2j4-5j2.9.0....0...1c.1.64.psyab..6.12.3574...0i131k1.0.35spD_xzAaM
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The Way it is - Corporatism and the TRFA
by Walter Burien - CAFR1
07/21/18

Well, Corporatism... standing facts:
In the 1800's and early 1900's, individual capitalists started and built the
corporations to a point of extreme wealth.
When extreme wealth is standing, "others" look to take it. Who took it?
ANSWER:

Where the organized power always stood over the centuries, Governme

Government in the 40's, 50's, and 60's built the structure whereby they could
the creation of massive investment accounts that as time went on, the wealthy
corporations were systematically taken over one piece at a time, a little mor
every year, and come the year 2000, government, local and federal, collective
all over by investment. Equity stock ownership; funding corporate and private
debt, etc. Two large Private associations created by government membership th
oversees and sets guidlines for governmet financial operations:
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http://GFOA.org andhttp://GASB.org

As viewed in the data compiled by the Federal Reserve Board annually of Total
from all sectors Z.1 Report, Government's collective investment wealth held c
year 2015:
SOURCE:

http://cafr1.com/TotalWealth.html

DATA TABLES: http://cafr1.com/STATES/007-Total-Wealth-2015-z1r-4.pdf
Local and Federal Pensions: 16.4+ trillion dollars

Local and Federal collective investment in "home and corporate mortgages" 19.
trillion dollars.

The wealth held by the Banks; Brokerage; and Insurance Companies is 60% +
compiled from collective government investment funds held and invested by tho
companies.

So here is a tip for you:
The Government Takeover of it all over the last 70-yea
initially was facilitated through and by utilizing a small allocation from ta
every year. One of my favorite examples is: There are only so many nickles in
With government investing 5% of their massive take each year, it did not take
(about 40-years) before they owned the whole pie.

You now know why Gorbachev for Russia in the 80's and then China come 1999
decided to go Democratic. They looked at the numbers in the USA and the
effectiveness of the ongoing takeover of the wealth by government and said to
themselves:"They have more control over the population and are making tentimes as much then we are, it is time to go Democratic. They wrote the better
blueprint for government controlled communism then we have and were
operating under."

Now that they have done it, taxation is now a significantly smaller percentag
Government's gross income. The #1 percentage (about 65% of the gross) comes i
from investment income, and I note with a large portion coming in from "Inter
investment income.

Guess what? With restructuring to make the population the #1 beneficiary of
investment wealth "currently" held by government, AND also honoring all Gover
liability contracts ongoing, taxation can be entirely phased out AND eliminat
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I am currently working on what I call the TRFA (Tax Retirement Fund Associati
private association who's name says it all, to "Retire Taxation".

The National Headquarters
is in the process of being built in the City of Gallup
city which as a small town holds the title
Most Patriotic
of the " "City
in the USA.

The TRFA's sole objective and charter is designed to consult with local gover
the USA, Canada, and elsewhere to establish the fiduciary trust principle to
local venue's budgetary requirements where taxation is not needed.
What do you think? Sound like a novel idea who's time has come?

Now I am sure you have heard the story of David and Goliath. Well here, the G
about a million times larger than the Goliath David faced. But then I have al
a challenge. My BIO:
http://cafr1.com/BIO.html

Backing came in from an individual from Texas in 2014 to get things under way
Currently I am in contact with several individuals where my objective is to r
million dollars to finish off the headquarters; get it staffed; up and runnin
budget for the association to last two to three years until a solid stream of
established from operations of the association.
The "Trade" that takes place here is:

1. The population regains "ownership" of this country under a structured oper
principle that government will now be operating under;

2. This type of structured operating principle creates a thriving, perpetuall
loop of prosperity for "One and All", the population, corporate (large and sm
government;

3. The hostility level that now exists between the runaway takeover governmen
slightly bled dry population, on a scale from 1 to 10, (currently at about a
evaporates down to under a 2 almost overnight with everyone on the same page
the 1st time in the history of this planet.

4. No longer is there a need on the part of government to hide its wealth fro
view or to selectively promote government projected debt (liability) to mask
takeover of it all. Under the TRFA principle of operation, we all are strivin
objective, and all are on the same page: A prosperous, self perpetuating, str
economy for "One and All".
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5. Good news: The entire structure is in place today to make this happen rath
quickly. You see government with the intent to internally create massive weal
themselves has: The entire managers and management teams in place today to do
job; The entire wealth base of investment funds in place today with rather sm
allocations will allow for the creation of TRF (Tax Retirement Funds) that ar
institutional investment trust funds that will be designed "exclusively" to m
governments (City; County; School District; and State) ongoing annual budgets

Can you see a better future for this country over making this happen? I can n
when done where it becomes the standard, I view this as the step that leads t
thousand years of prosperity for one and all. Personally to myself I call thi
Millennium Project, a thousand-years of prosperity for one and all.

As happened in 2014, I received a call form Texas where the question was aske
What do you need to start the project?" I said $640,000. The following week,
for $640,000 came in and the project was started.
Currently I have let a few individuals know that to finish the start-off and
funds for 2 to 3 years, $12,000,000 is needed.

It may come from one of the four individuals I am discussing the matter with
have the revenue needed, or I may just get a call from an individual who says
need $12,000,000 to do what you say you are going to do, the check is in the
That's the way it happened from Texas in 2014, and it may be just the way it
in 2018. The word is out there, I like good surprises :)

If everything falls into place, about 11--months after that point, the TRFA s
staffed; up and running; the press events and information disclosure about th
will be rather massive to the local government bodies; the population; and th
corporate financial and business communities will be comprehensively briefed.

My only focus is to make this happen. I do not look or go elsewhere if it is
pertaining to getting the TRFA National Headquarters up and running. I live a
alive to make this happen.

Here is one piece of advise:
The government shills out there are very happy with
way things are right now and have been so for the last 40-years. They have a
reaction to change, and especially change that puts ownership of this country
a structure that
DIRECTLY benefits the population with the massive wealth and inc
standing and held by government. They will use any tactic to misdirect the po
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from cognitively understanding the simplicity of what the TRFA's objectives a
tactic of blasting any post or article with anything else that has nothing to
is being brought forward here will be used. Comments of why not and not let's
happen will be exerted. And last but not least: Contrived Attack the Messenge
see, the population was used and spoon fed over the last 70-years exactly wha
PTB wanted them to digest. Done so, whereby the takeover would be much more
easier to accomplish. They were and are pro's at doing so.

Well, in reality, we owe them a very big Thank
YouYou.
see, they have created the
massive wealth standing whereby with the restructuring through the creation o
fiduciary trust funds to meet ongoing local government budgets as is the obje
the TRFA, the job of phasing out and ending taxation under strict terms can b
facilitated as time goes, in the blink of an eye.

I keep breathing to make this happen. I am now 62-years old and the last 20-y
really turned up my learning curve to make his happen.
Want to help "in reality" as is needed? If yes, don't hesitate to call.

Walter J. Burien, Jr.
Manager - TRFA LLC
P. O. Box 2112
Saint Johns, AZ 85936
Tel. (928) 458-5854

PS: The TRFA operating principle is applicable to any country on this planet.
a closed self-perpetuating Eco-loop: "Prosperity for one and all for a thousa
It's time has come! On a last note: "Quitters never win and winners never qui
noted before: "I like a challenge"
___________________

Over the past several decades, U.S. city, county, and state governments have increas
wide set of policy tools to spur community wealth building. Most commonly, local and
governments are investing directly in local businesses through economic development
which make loans to or investments in local enterprises, and with the ability establ
fund monies to support businesses within their regions, the benefits are self eviden

State and Local Investments play a critical role in building community wealth for se
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reasons:

They provide needed capital to local businesses, which helps create and preserve loc
ensures healthier, local economies.

Local business success generates increased revenues for localities, which can be use
important community needs and amenities.

Since local businesses are likely to rely on local suppliers and service providers,s
also have a positive economic multiplier effect that helps ensure that local dollars
recirculate within the community.

Investing a portion of TRF investments in area businesses helps local enterprises su
also generates greater TRF investment return revenues that can be used to enhance in
and services.
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